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SUMMARY

The local field potential (LFP) is increasingly used to
measure the combined activity of neurons within
a region of tissue. Yet, available estimates of the
size of this region are highly disparate, ranging
from several hundred microns to a few millimeters.
To measure the size of this region directly, we used
a combination of multielectrode recordings and
optical imaging. We determined the orientation
selectivity of stimulus-evoked LFP signals in primary
visual cortex and were able to predict it on the basis
of the surrounding map of orientation preference.
The results show that >95% of the LFP signal origi-
nates within 250 mm of the recording electrode.
This quantitative estimate indicates that LFPs are
more local than often recognized and provides
a guide to the interpretation of the increasing number
of studies that rest on LFP recordings.

INTRODUCTION

The local field potential (LFP) is a measure of combined electrical

activity within a volume of neural tissue (Mitzdorf, 1985).

A growing number of studies record it to investigate mechanisms

of cortical sensory processing, motor planning, and higher-level

cognitive functions such as memory, decision-making, and

attention (Henrie and Shapley, 2005; Kreiman et al., 2006; Liu

and Newsome, 2006; Pesaran et al., 2002; Scherberger et al.,

2005; Womelsdorf et al., 2006). LFP activity appears to be the

electrical signal that corresponds most closely to fMRI measure-

ments (Logothetis et al., 2001), and may even be a promising

candidate to guide robotic prostheses (Andersen et al., 2004).

In visual cortex, LFP signals driven by visual stimuli have been

extensively investigated. A number of studies have concentrated

on the evoked response, i.e., the average response time-locked

to the presentation of a visual stimulus (e.g., Kitano et al., 1994;

Mitzdorf, 1985; Schroeder et al., 1991; Victor et al., 1994).

Another body of literature has concentrated on induced activity,

i.e., ongoing oscillations whose amplitude is modulated by the

stimulus (e.g., Eckhorn et al., 1988; Frien et al., 2000; Gray

et al., 1989; Kruse and Eckhorn, 1996).

Despite their popularity, LFP signals present a problem of

interpretation: it is not known whether they reflect the activity of
a small and localized population, or of a large and distributed

one. In the cerebral cortex, disparate estimates are available for

the extent over which the underlying signals are integrated. These

estimates range from several hundred micrometers (Berens et al.,

2008; Engel et al., 1990; Kruse and Eckhorn, 1996; Liu and News-

ome, 2006) to a few millimeters (Kreiman et al., 2006; Logothetis

et al., 2001; Mitzdorf, 1985). These discordant estimates,

moreover, are rather qualitative, and are not accompanied by a

definition of what is meant by ‘‘size.’’ The region of integration

is not expected to have sharp boundaries.

Complicating this matter is the debate about whether the

various frequency components of the LFP have different spatial

footprints. It has been proposed that the higher frequencies (in

the gamma range, around 25–90 Hz) may carry information

that is more local than the lower frequencies, perhaps because

of capacitive properties of brain tissue (Liu and Newsome,

2006). This interpretation is problematic, however, because

brain tissue has been shown to transmit high frequencies equally

well as low frequencies, i.e., to act largely as a resistive network

(Logothetis et al., 2007; Mitzdorf, 1985; Nicholson and Freeman,

1975; Ranck, 1963).

We sought to characterize quantitatively the area of integration

underlying LFP signals by relating the functional properties of

these signals to the functional properties of the underlying pop-

ulation. We focused on primary visual cortex (V1), and relied on

its highly organized map of orientation preference, which can

be imaged in fine detail. We drove neurons in cat V1 with visual

stimuli that evoke strong LFP responses. These LFP responses

showed clear orientation tuning. By comparing the tuning of

LFPs recorded at multiple sites with predictions based on the

map of orientation preference we obtained a quantitative

estimate of the extent of neural tissue contributing to the LFP

at those sites.

RESULTS

To evoke strong LFP responses we chose visual stimuli that drive

transient and coherent, i.e., synchronous, neuronal responses

(Regan and Regan, 1988; Victor et al., 1994; Zemon and Ratliff,

1982). The coherence of responses across space is important

because the LFP represents a sum over a volume of neural

tissue, and incoherent responses across neurons would cancel

each other out. The transient nature of responses over time is

also important because the brain’s ongoing activity (which here

represents noise) decreases in amplitude as 1/frequency, so it
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is easiest to detect evoked responses that have power at high

frequencies (Benucci et al., 2007).

Following this approach we evoked LFP responses that were

strongly orientation selective (Figures 1A–1E). We recorded

LFP signals in area V1 of anesthetized cats in response to pseu-

dorandom sequences of gratings of varying orientation and

spatial phase (Ringach et al., 1997), each flashed for 32 ms

(‘‘orientation noise stimulus’’). As expected, stimulus-triggered

LFPs strongly oscillated at 31 Hz, the stimulus update frequency;

this oscillation is clearly visible when averaging across stimulus

orientations (Figures 1A and 1D). Its origins are likely to lie in

the membrane potential of individual neurons, which depolarizes

to some extent in response to any orientation (Gillespie et al.,

2001). We isolated the tuned component of the evoked LFPs

by triggering on the presentation of individual orientations and

subtracting the mean across orientations. The resulting

responses are clearly tuned for orientation (Figure 1B). The

time course of these tuned responses is slower than that of the

untuned response (Figure 1A); indeed, their power is concen-

trated well below the stimulus update frequency of 31 Hz

(Figure 1E). LFP responses to different orientations followed

the same time course, allowing us to assign to the recording

site a single orientation tuning curve (Figure 1C).

To relate the orientation tuning of LFPs to the underlying pop-

ulation of neurons, we combined multielectrode recordings with

optical imaging (Figures 1F–1I). We first used voltage-sensitive

dye (VSD) imaging to obtain high-resolution maps of orientation

preference (Benucci et al., 2007). We subsequently implanted an

array of 10 3 10 electrodes (400 mm grid spacing) in the same

cortical patch, and determined its precise location within the

orientation map (Figure 1F). This location is the one that maxi-

mizes the correlation between the orientation preference

Figure 1. Orientation Selectivity of LFPs Evoked by Orientation

Noise Stimuli in Primary Visual Cortex

(A) Mean across orientations of the LFP response. Responses were aligned to

grating onset (dashed line) and averaged across grating orientations. The

oscillation �30 ms after stimulus onset is largest because it is aligned with

the occurrence of grating stimuli (excluding blank stimuli).

(B) Tuned components of the LFP response for three stimulus orientations.

Responses were aligned to the onset of a single orientation (dashed line),

and the mean across orientations (shown in [A]) was subtracted.

(C) Estimate of the orientation tuning curve. We applied singular value

decomposition to the responses and obtained the orientation tuning curve

and the response time course plotted at the margins.

(D) Amplitude of the frequency spectrum for the mean across orientations of

the LFP response shown in (A).

(E) Same, for the tuned components of the LFP response shown in (B).

(F) Layout of the 10 3 10 electrode array (dots), aligned with the map of

orientation preference measured with voltage-sensitive dyes. Hue indicates

preferred orientation and saturation indicates tuning strength (legend).

(G) Orientation tuning of LFP responses measured in the electrode array. Half

of the sites were classified as strongly tuned (black) and the other half as

weakly tuned (gray) based on the standard deviation across orientations.

Rectangle: recording site shown in (A)–(E).

(H) Relation between orientation preference of LFPs and of the corresponding

pixels in the orientation preference map. To remove outliers, only sites with

strong LFP tuning (shown in [G]) contributed to this scatter plot.

(I) Relation between orientation preference of LFPs and simultaneously

recorded multiunit spike activity. Conventions as in (H).
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Figure 2. Predicting the Orientation Selectivity of LFPs Based

on the Orientation Preference Map

(A–C) LFP tuning curves predicted from the map of orientation preference, for

three values of s, the radius of integration. For each value of s, the region of inte-

gration is shown (top) together with the LFP tuning curves (bottom) predicted by

the model (red). The measured LFP tuning curve is plotted for comparison

(black). Dashed lines indicate preferred orientation determined by a cosine fit.

(D) Correlation between predicted and measured LFP responses, across all

orientations and recording sites, as a function of s. Error bars indicate standard

error of the mean (bootstrap tests).

(E) Relation between orientation preference of predicted and measured LFPs

at the optimal radius of integration (s = 100 mm). To remove outliers, only sites

with strong LFP tuning (defined in Figure 1) contributed to this analysis.
measured optically and the orientation preference of multiunit

spike activity (Nauhaus and Ringach, 2007). Such alignments

are very reliable, with a typical precision of �30 mm. At most of

the recording sites, LFP signals revealed a pronounced selec-

tivity for orientation (Figure 1G). Reassuringly, their orientation

preference was strongly correlated (r = 0.43, p < 0.0001) with

the orientation preference previously measured optically

(Figure 1H) and with that of the multiunit spike activity (r = 0.86,

p < 0.0001), which was acquired simultaneously (Figure 1I).

Next, we compared the orientation selectivity of the evoked

LFP responses with quantitative predictions based on the map

of orientation preference (Figures 2A–2C). We considered that

(1) electrical fields are a weighted sum of contributions from

a local volume; (2) LFP signals reflect the membrane potential

of neurons rather than their spike responses (Freeman, 1975);

and that (3) the orientation preference of V1 neurons does not

vary along the vertical dimension. To predict the orientation

tuning of LFPs, therefore, we computed weighted sums of

tuning curves with preferred orientations given by the orientation

preference map, and a constant tuning width of 32�, the average

tuning width of membrane potentials recorded intracellularly in

cat V1 (Carandini and Ferster, 2000). The weights in this summa-

tion were given by a two-dimensional Gaussian centered on the

electrode position. We compared the LFP tuning curves pre-

dicted by this model to the actual LFP tuning curves for different

values of the radius of integration (the standard deviation s of

the two-dimensional Gaussian). For small values of the radius

(s around 100 mm) the model performed well: its predictions

resembled the measured LFP tuning curves both in preferred

orientation and in amplitude (Figure 2A). Increasing the radius

to larger values led to predicted tuning curves with increasing

deviations in preferred orientation and with progressively shal-

lower tuning (Figures 2B and 2C).

Similar results were obtained across the array: the orientation

preference of the evoked LFP responses could be closely pre-

dicted from the map of orientation preference, but only if the

area of integration was small (Figures 2D–2F). To determine the

optimal area of integration, we varied the radius s and examined

the overall correlation (computed across stimulus orientations

and electrodes) between the predicted and the measured LFP

tuning curves (Figure 2D). This correlation peaks at a radius of

s = 100 mm (r = 0.73, p < 0.0001), beyond which it decreases

rapidly. At this optimal radius, the predicted tuning curves

resemble the measured ones rather well (Figure 2F), yielding

a high correlation between the predicted and the measured

LFP orientation preferences (r = 0.46, p < 0.0001, Figure 2E).

The quality of the fits was roughly equal across the array, but

there was a tendency for the model to perform best in orientation

domains, i.e., away from pinwheels (Figure S1).

We confirmed these results in two other animals. Just as in the

data from cat 1, the quality of the prediction in cats 2 and 3

deteriorated when the radius of integration s grew much beyond

(F) Predicted LFP orientation tuning curves (red) superimposed on measured

LFP orientation tuning curves (gray and black) in the electrode array. Predic-

tions were restricted to recording sites with reliable signal/noise ratios in the

map of orientation preference. Rectangle indicates the recording site of

panels (A)–(C) and of Figures 1A–1E.
Neuron 61, 35–41, January 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 37
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100 mm. At this value of s, the overall correlation between

measured and predicted LFP tuning curves was r = 0.79 (cat 2)

and r = 0.60 (cat 3); the correlation between measured and pre-

dicted orientation preferences was r = 0.62 in cat 2 and r = 0.34

in cat 3 (p < 0.0001 in all cases). These correlations decreased

steadily as s increased beyond 100 mm.

Our estimate of spatial integration concerns summation of

activity across coherently active neurons and propagation of

electrical signals in cortex, and should therefore be valid regard-

less of the stimulus that gives rise to these signals. To test this

prediction, we recorded responses to a different stimulus: a

standing grating reversing in contrast at a frequency of 4 Hz

(Figure 3). We asked if the orientation tuning of these responses

is similar to that obtained with orientation noise. Contrast-

reversing stimuli evoke responses that oscillate at twice the

reversal frequency (Benucci et al., 2007; Regan and Regan,

1988; Zemon and Ratliff, 1982). We determined the amplitude

of this second harmonic response as a function of stimulus orien-

tation (Figures 3A and 3B). The resulting tuning curves are very

similar to those obtained with orientation noise, both in preferred

orientation (Figure 3C) and in tuning width (Figure 3D). In

summary, the orientation tuning of LFP signals, and conse-

quently the spatial scale of such signals, is the same regardless

of which of the two stimuli elicits the responses.

Similarly, our estimates of spatial integration should be valid

whether the signals being integrated are evoked responses or

ongoing oscillations. To test this prediction, we determined LFP

selectivity not only for the evoked responses, time-locked to

a visual stimulus, but also for the induced activity, ongoing oscil-

lations modulated by the presence of the stimulus (Figure 4).

Induced activity has much of its power at high frequencies, in

the gamma range (Eckhorn et al., 1988; Gray et al., 1989). This

activity may be hard to measure during our rapid stimulation

regime, since it can be reduced by stimulus-evoked responses

(Kruse and Eckhorn, 1996). We therefore concentrated on brief

epochs in the stimulus sequence where gratings were followed

by blanks. These epochs were sufficiently long to allow gamma

power analysis (see Figure S2 for the time course of induced

gamma activity). We first analyzed the evoked responses, which

are simply measured by averaging the LFP signals across epochs

(Figures 4A and 4B). As expected, the results are very similar

to those seen when analyzing the full stimulus sequences

(Figure 1E), with the evoked response having most of its power

and orientation tuning at frequencies below 25 Hz. We then

analyzed the induced activity. We removed the evoked response

from the LFP measured in each epoch, and computed the ampli-

tude spectrum before averaging across epochs. We found the

induced activity to be tuned for orientation, and to have substan-

tial power and orientation tuning at frequencies in the gamma

range (Figures 4C and 4D). Across sites, the induced gamma

activity had similar tuning as the evoked responses (Figure 4E);

indeed, the two had very similar orientation preference

(Figure 4F) and fairly similar tuning width, with the gamma

induced activity showing somewhat sharper tuning (Figure 4G).

We conclude that the orientation tuning of LFP signals, and

consequently the spatial footprint of such signals, is similar

whether the signals constitute evoked responses or induced

activity.
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Figure 3. Comparison of LFP Selectivity Determined with Orienta-

tion Noise Stimuli and Contrast-Reversing Gratings

(A) Amplitude spectra of the responses to contrast-reversing gratings for three

stimulusorientations, recorded at a single electrode. Stimuli reversed incontrast

at 4 Hz, leading to LFP responses at 8 Hz (second harmonic, or F2 component).

(B) The orientation tuning curves of F2 responses measured across the elec-

trode array (black). The tuning curves for orientation noise stimuli are provided

for comparison (gray). Rectangle indicates the recording site of panel (A).

(C) Relation between orientation preferences determined with orientation

noise and with contrast-reversing gratings. To remove outliers, only well-

tuned sites are compared in this analysis (top 75%, based on the standard

deviation across orientations).

(D) Distribution of ratios of tuning widths for the same set of sites. For each

site, the width of the F2 tuning curve was divided by the width of the tuning

curve obtained with orientation noise stimuli.
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DISCUSSION

Our findings indicate that the originoffieldpotentials in the cerebral

cortex is local, with more than 95% of the signal originating within

250 mm of the recording electrode. A simple weighted summation

model allowed us to predict the orientation tuning of LFPs in V1

from the map of orientation preference. The appropriate area of

integration was given by a Gaussian with a radius s of up to

�100 mm. Most of the volume (96%) under a Gaussian surface

lies within a radius of s times 2.5, i.e., within a radius of�250 mm.

This estimate indicates that the origin of LFPs is more local than

often recognized. Indeed, a number of other studies had reported

the spread of LFP signals to range from about 400 mm to a few

millimeters (Berens et al., 2008; Engel et al., 1990; Kreiman et al.,

2006; Kruse and Eckhorn, 1996; Liu and Newsome, 2006; Logo-

thetis et al., 2001; Mitzdorf, 1985).

Though smaller than previous estimates, our quantitative

measurement of LFP spatial scale is consistent with some earlier

observations. Eckhorn and collaborators studied LFPs in cat V1

and found them to be orientation selective, suggesting that the

area of integration is on a scale comparable to the maps of orien-

tation preference (Eckhorn et al., 1988; Frien et al., 2000). Liu and

Newsome (2006) reached similar conclusions in macaque area

MT, but only for LFP signals in the gamma range; for these signals

they proposed a footprint extending up to a few hundred microm-

eters. In a more direct test, Engel et al. (1990) suggested an upper

bound at 400 mm: they cut the cortex between pairs of electrodes

separated by this distance and found correlations in the two LFP

traces to decrease dramatically.

In fact, our estimate of spatial scale of LFP signals should be

considered an upper limit, achieved when the stimulus evokes

membrane potential modulations that are coherent across large

numbers of neurons. Because LFP signals represent the sum of

transmembrane currents in the neighborhood of the recording

electrode, they act like a spatiotemporal filter, emphasizing

coherent inward or outward currents and suppressing incoherent

currents. During the responses to arbitrary stimuli, including

Figure 4. Comparison of Tuning Curves for Evoked LFP Responses

and Induced LFP Activity

We examined brief epochs in the stimulus sequence, where gratings were

followed by a blank.

(A) Amplitude of the frequency spectrum for the evoked response. Vertical

lines indicate the gamma band (25–90 Hz).

(B) Selectivity of the evoked response, determined by averaging spectral

amplitudes below (open circles) and within (filled squares) the gamma range.

Error bars represent 95% bootstrap confidence intervals for the mean.

(C and D) Same, for induced activity, i.e., ongoing oscillations whose ampli-

tude is modulated by the stimulus.

(E) Comparison of selectivity for induced LFP activity in the gamma band

(black) and for evoked LFP responses (gray, same as in Figure 1G). Rectangle

indicates the recording site shown in (A)–(D).

(F) Relation between orientation preferences of evoked responses obtained

with random noise stimuli and orientation preferences of induced gamma

band activity. Weakly tuned recording sites were excluded from the compar-

ison (conventions as in Figure 1).

(G) Distribution of ratios of tuning widths for the same set of sites. For each site,

the width of the tuning curve for induced activity was divided by the width of

the tuning curve for evoked responses.
Neuron 61, 35–41, January 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 39
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natural stimuli, the group of coherently active neurons is likely to

be smaller; if these neurons are near each other, the LFP recorded

in their vicinity could reflect the activity of a smaller region of

space than the one we have estimated.

Our combination of imaging with multielectrode recordings

proved to be useful for estimating the spatial scale of LFP

signals, but it cannot deliver an estimate of the layers from which

the signals originate nor of the cellular types and compartments

that give rise to most of the signal. To answer these questions the

most appropriate techniques remain those of current-source

density estimates (Mitzdorf, 1985) and of intracellular recordings

in vivo (Lampl et al., 1999). Moreover, our estimates apply only to

LFPs recorded with microelectrodes. Field potentials are often

measured with a silver ball that is substantially larger than the

typical microelectrode tip. Due to its size, the ball is typically

placed subdurally or even epidurally. The resulting field poten-

tials are likely to originate from a larger region of tissue than those

recorded with microelectrodes penetrating the cortex.

It has been proposed by multiple authors that LFP signals in

the gamma range (in the region of 25–90 Hz) may be more selec-

tive than those in lower freqencies (Frien et al., 2000; Henrie and

Shapley, 2005; Liu and Newsome, 2006; Siegel and König,

2003), and may originate from a smaller region (Liu and News-

ome, 2006). These findings may seem at odds with our analysis,

which indicates that low frequencies carry clear information

about stimulus orientation. We found that induced activity in

the gamma range was only slightly more selective for orientation

than signals measured at lower frequencies, whether evoked or

induced (Figure 4). At least two factors may contribute to this

apparent discrepancy.

First, the aforementioned studies largely concern induced

activity, whereas the strong selectivity we found in low-

frequency LFP signals is due to evoked responses. Some studies

concentrated purposefully on induced activity (Frien et al., 2000;

Siegel and König, 2003). Others used stimuli that evoke a tonic

response in the neuronal population under study (Henrie and

Shapley, 2005; Liu and Newsome, 2006). Such stimuli are not

optimal to measure evoked responses: LFP responses are

hard to distinguish from ongoing activity, which has most of its

power at the low frequencies. Only the transients caused by

stimulus onset and offset would provide strong evoked

responses, and there were perhaps too few of them in the data

to provide good signal/noise ratios. By comparison, both of our

stimuli evoke a large number of transient responses, enabling

a better measurement of evoked responses.

Second, our own results indicate that the untuned component

of induced activity measured in the gamma range is much smaller

than the untuned component measured at lower frequencies

(Figure 4D). While the tuned components have similar amplitude

for the two frequency bands, the ratio of tuned to untuned

components is much larger in the gamma range than at lower

frequencies. In this sense, therefore, it is entirely legitimate to

consider gamma band induced activity to be more selective for

orientation than activity induced at lower frequencies.

These considerations resolve the apparent conflict between

the capacitive filtering hypothesis, which proposed that high

frequencies travel less far in brain tissue than low frequencies

(Liu and Newsome, 2006) and the observation that the imped-
40 Neuron 61, 35–41, January 15, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
ance of cortical tissue is independent of frequency (Logothetis

et al., 2007; Mitzdorf, 1985; Nicholson and Freeman, 1975;

Ranck, 1963). The issue is moot, because selectivity for stimulus

features in the LFP is high even at lower frequencies.

To conclude, our quantitative estimate of spatial scale indi-

cates that LFPs are more local than often recognized. LFP signals

can faithfully report the selectivity of cortical populations

wherever the underlying map varies on a similar or larger scale.

In addition to cat V1, there may well be other instances of such

a match. For example, if movement encoding maps in the human

motor cortex were to vary on a similar scale, then LFP recordings

could indeed constitute a promising source of signals to drive a

motor prosthesis (Andersen et al., 2004). These considerations

and our quantitative estimate may provide a guide to the interpre-

tation of the increasing number of studies that rest on LFP record-

ings.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Animal Preparation and Visual Stimulation

Procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the

Smith-Kettlewell Eye Research Institute. Maps of orientation preference and

multielectrode recordings of extracellular activity were obtained from anesthe-

tized cats as explained previously (Benucci et al., 2007; Nauhaus and Ringach,

2007). Briefly, maps of orientation preference were obtained from anesthetized

cats by staining the cortex with the voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) RH-1692 and

imaging its fluorescence with a digital camera. Microelectrode arrays (10 3 10

electrodes) were subsequently inserted into the imaged region of cortex.

Stimuli were 30� sine-wave gratings at 50% contrast. Orientation noise stimuli

consisted of a sequence of gratings flashed for 32 ms each, randomly varying

in orientation and spatial phase. Standing gratings contrast-reversed at 4 Hz,

lasted 4 s, and had one of 12 orientations and one of 4 spatial phases. Specific

details of these Experimental Procedures and of parameters of visual stimula-

tion are provided in the Supplemental Data.

Analysis of Stimulus-Evoked LFP Signals

To analyze stimulus-evoked LFP responses we filtered the recordings

between 3 Hz and 100 Hz (lowering the cutoff to 15 Hz yielded similar tuning

curves). We computed z scores by averaging responses across trials and

dividing this average by the standard deviation across trials.

To analyze responses to orientation noise stimuli, we performed the

following steps. (1) We removed variations in activity common to all sites by

subtracting the mean response across all sites from the response obtained

at each recording site; skipping this step yielded noisier data but did not

change the overall results (Figure S3). (2) We computed the stimulus-triggered

average response for each grating orientation, pooling across phases. (3) We

subtracted the mean across orientations, i.e., the untuned component of the

response (this untuned component varied from site to site with no apparent

relation to the map; perhaps its strength depends on electrode depth, which

we do not control). (4) We determined the best separable approximation for

the effects of orientation and time using Singular Value Decomposition, which

yielded the orientation tuning profile and the temporal waveform. The preferred

orientation of each site was estimated by fitting the orientation tuning profile

with a cosine function.

To analyze responses to contrast reversing gratings, we computed the

amplitude of the second harmonic response (F2) for each stimulus orientation,

and averaged these amplitudes across stimulus spatial phases. For the anal-

ysis in Figure 3 we scaled the F2 tuning curves by a factor that minimized the

mean squared distance between responses to contrast-reversing gratings and

responses to orientation noise. We compared the tuning curves in the two sets

of responses by fitting them with Gaussian functions (Carandini and Ferster,

2000), whose parameters indicate preferred orientation and tuning width for

each site.
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To estimate the integration radius of the LFP response, we performed the

following steps. (1) We constructed a tuning curve for every pixel in the orien-

tation map. This tuning curve models the membrane potential responses of

the neurons in that pixel. For its preferred orientation, we took the value indi-

cated by the orientation preference map. For its tuning width, we took the

average value measured for membrane potential in cat V1 by intracellular

measurements, which is 32� (Carandini and Ferster, 2000). We also tried

different values for this tuning width and obtained very similar results. (2)

We computed the responses of every pixel to the set of orientations used in

the experiment. (3) For each electrode, we multiplied the computed responses

with a two-dimensional Gaussian weighting function of a given radius,

centered on the electrode site. The resulting values, plotted as a function of

stimulus orientation, represent the predicted LFP tuning curve for that elec-

trode. We scaled each predicted tuning curve by the standard deviation of

the measured tuning curve, and examined the overall correlation between

measured and predicted LFP responses, across all orientations and recording

sites, as a function of the radius s of the Gaussian weighting function. We then

rescaled all predicted LFP responses by the factor that minimized the mean

squared distance between predicted and measured LFP responses.

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

The Supplemental Data include three figures and Experimental Procedures

and can be found with this article online at http://www.neuron.org/

supplemental/S0896-6273(08)01006-4.
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